Study by nontraditional analytic methods of features of cortical potentials, taking high-frequency components into account, in dogs during instrumental learning.
A new method has been developed for the coding of EEG tracings which is an alternative to the classical spectral correlation analysis. This method has made it possible to compensate to a considerable degree for limitations which are unavoidable with the Fourier transform, and to obtain additional information regarding the form of the tracing, which reflects the fluctuations of brain potentials. The new system that has been presented for coding the EEG is, in our view, the most adequate (of the methods known to us) for identifying the individual features of the EEG, in terms of evaluating both their regional differences and similarities. The data obtained convince us once again of the real existence of high-frequency low-power components of the EEG, and their enhancement during instrumental learning in dogs (motor alimentary conditioned reflexes). In addition, data have been obtained pointing to the intensification in some regions of a slow-wave constituent; this has not been observed previously in carrying out a Fourier transform.